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Abstract

Electronic safety systems need to guarantee a certain level of dependability. Therefore, their development
must consider not only robust hardware but also trustworthy and reliable embedded software such as firmware,
drivers and bare metal software. In the case of hardware, the use of formal verification and its automation
are two crucial aspects to prevent the presence of bugs during the development process. However, formal
verification of firmware and especially its automation lacks a methodology that can be applied to an industrial
environment. In this paper, the verification of firmware is automated to cover software criteria defined in
ISO26262-6 such as requirements-based tests, code coverage and weakness detection. Additionally, it introduces
the main guidelines to enable this automation in an early phase of the development. The proposed methodology
is based on the Model Driven Architecture and the generation of C files —usually called contracts. These
files contain the functions under verification with the preconditions and post-conditions to be verified. This
work considers an end-to-end register verification, which means that the design is proved with respect to the
Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL). Furthermore, this work generates the scripts to run the open-source tool
Bounded Model Checker for ANSI C (CBMC). The methodology was applied to industrial designs of 16 and
32 bits. The results show that the generator can set up the verification environment in a few seconds and
similar to hardware, the verification runtime depends on the complexity of the design. The methodology can
be easily adopted in industry or academic environments due to the fact that it is based on Python scripts and
open-source tools.

I. INTRODUCTION

Formal verification tools have been well adopted by the industry for hardware verification. This adoption has two
main reasons. First of all, other methods such as simulation can prove the limited correctness of a design but not
ensure the absence of bugs. Second, the verification process has been automated successfully to reduce the effort
of writing properties and set up the environment to run the formal tools. This automation allows to reduce the
time-to-market since the verification process of a System on Chip (SoC) still consumes more than the 60% time of
the overall development time [1]. In the case of high-level software, formal verification of C code has been widely
studied during the last 20 years [2], [3].

The former studies have used the open-source tool CBMC [2] for the verification of properties, which describe
the specification of the design under verification. These properties can be added to the C code with the use of
annotations [4], [5], which describe in the right syntax of the tool, the preconditions and post-conditions of a
function or a piece of code. Furthermore, it has been proved how CBMC can be used for code coverage and the
detection of software weaknesses specified in the Common Weaknesses Enumeration (CWE) community [6].

However, the automation process for the verification of firmware is not well-defined in the industry. The main
reason is that there exists a lack of comprehension about how formal methods can be applied in an industrial
tool-chain to verify firmware designs based on C code.

This paper proposes to increase and scale the dependability of firmware designs through automation of the formal
verification of designs based on C code following the OMG (Object Management Group) vision of Model Driven
Architecture (MDA) [7], the open-source tool CBMC and a requirement based verification. This work considers a
novel approach to automate the verification of firmware based on sequential C code. The main contributions of this
paper are:



• A new generator is developed to automate the verification of properties, the analysis of code coverage and the
detection of weaknesses.

• The generator was used to verify industrial designs that include safety-critical features.
• The methodology provides the main guidelines to be considered during the design process in order to enable

automated verification.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the main concepts related to software verification, functional

safety, metamodeling and related work are discussed. The main challenges of firmware verification considered
for this work are introduced in section III. Section IV introduces the methodology based on the Model Driven
Architecture to build the generator and the guidelines for FW designs. Section V shows the experimental results.
These results are discussed in section VI. The conclusions and future work are presented in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Software Verification Criteria

ISO26262-6 specifies the requirements for product development at the software level for automotive applications
[8]. The standard recommends performing requirements-based tests and code coverage for all the ASIL(Automotive
Safety Integrity Levels). The standard specifies 3 code coverage metrics: 1) statement coverage measures the
executable statements in the program which are invoked at least once. This coverage criterion is considered very
weak and useless because it does not consider the analysis of the logic expressions [9]; 2) the branch coverage states
that each branch direction must be traversed at least once, e.g., the condition of an if-else statement must be evaluated
for true and false; 3) the MC/DC (Modified Condition/Decision Coverage) enhances the condition/decision coverage
criterion by requiring that each basic condition be shown to independently affect the outcome of the decision [9].
Additionally, ISO26262-6 defines types of violations which can be related to memory content, e.g., buffer overflow,
buffer underflow, wild pointers, memory miss-allocation and memory leaks.

B. Model-of-Things (MoT) and Model-of-Properties (MoP)

In [10], MoT and Model-of-Design (MoD) were introduced to speedup generator construction of hardware designs
following the OMG (Object Management Group) vision of Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [7]. MoT and MoD
are intermediate models for hardware design based on metamodeling and code generation. In [11], the MoP was
integrated to the the MDA to allow the generation of properties for an Assertion Based Verification (ABV). In these
methodologies, the workflow begins with the capture of the design specification into the MoT. Afterwards, the MoT
is transformed into the MoP which represents the abstract property model and is platform-independent; and the
MoP was reused to generate code for different platforms. In this project, MoT and MoP are used for metamodeling
the requirements and the generation of contracts for C code.

C. Related Work

There are previous works in which authors proposed the verification of firmware. In [12], for example, authors
verify it using firmware-hardware interaction patterns, but without considering simulation or automation. New
techniques for FW development and verification are introduced in [13]. However, they consider a firmware design
based on Assembly code, similar to the work in [14]. For this reason, they are not suitable for our purpose. [15]
proposes the use of inline functions during the design phase and the reuse of these functions for verification. We
also consider this idea for our methodology. However, the previous approach does not consider formal methods or
automation. In [6], the authors verify software weaknesses. Nevertheless, the process to set up CBMC is manual
and the source code is not focused on FW designs. Concerning the use of contracts and annotations for the
verification of C functions are multiple works, for example, [5] uses contracts for the verification of high-level C
code. Additionally, [16], [17] use VCC (Verified C compiler) which translates C program with annotations to an
intermediate language before its verification; [18] uses comments as annotations for the C program. In the cited
works, they use annotations in the source code.

III. FIRMWARE CHALLENGES UNDER VERIFICATION

The verification of the firmware has different challenges during its development. In this work, we consider 3
main challenges.



A. Unreachable Paths

The code coverage helps to test the effectiveness of our testing, which means, it is a metric to measure the
percentage of executed code using our test cases. It is not always feasible to reach 100% of code coverage without
a detailed analysis of the code or the set of test cases. One reason is the presence of unreachable paths. This issue
becomes more relevant in firmware designs due to the fact that the execution of the code not depends only on the
software, but also on the values and interaction of the hardware registers, for example, considering the next typical
situations.

First situation, a safety condition for over-voltage was implemented in a 16-bit data width microcontroller, as
shown in Fig. 1a). The safety condition must be TRUE if the voltage is higher than a constant called MAX_VALUE
(line 5). Thus, the SW developer provides an initial MAX_VALUE of 65534 (line 1), so the safety condition can
be triggered with a value of 65535. However, the path to reach the condition can be unreachable in case the
READ_VOLTAGE() function casts the value or does not consider all the bits of the register — intentionally or
unintentionally. In these situations, none test will cover the condition and we can detect these unreachable paths
only after running the test cases and analyzing the code.

(1) #define MAX_VALUE 65534 

(2) const uint16_t voltage; 

(3) void function_test(){ 

(4) 

(5)  voltage = READ_VOLTAGE(); 

(6)  if (voltage > MAX_VALUE){ 

(7)     condition(TRUE); 

(8)  } else { 

(9)       condition(FALSE); 

(10)  } 

(11) } 

 

 

(1) void function_enable() 

(2) { 

(3) while(READ_COUNTER()!=5); 

(4) function_init(); 

(5) #ifdef __CBMC__ 

(6) //Syntax CBMC 

(7) signed int nondet_int(); 

(8) WRITE_COUNTER(nondet_int());  

(9) #endif 

(10) while (READ_COUNTER()< 10); 

(11) enable(TRUE); 

(12) } 

 

file= open("results.xml",'w')  

subprocess.check_call(['cbmc', 

'-I', 'folder_1/', 

'-I', 'folder_2', 

'-D', '__CBMC__', 

'file_1.c',  

'file_2.c',  

'--unwind','10',  

'--32',  

'--cover', 'mcdc',  

'--xml-ui', 

'--function', 'function_test' 

],stdout=file 

Fig. 1: a) Example Over-voltage b) Example of a sequence of events c) Script Sample

Second situation, to enable the operation of a microcontroller it needs sequence of events of a register called
COUNTER, which can only be modified by the HW. The implementation of this sequence of events code is shown
in Fig. 1b). The first while loop (line 3) will end only if the value is equal to 5 and the second while loop (line
10) ends only if the value is higher or equal to 10, these 2 conditions cannot be reached for any initial COUNTER
value and the enable condition will not be reached in a software simulation. Additionally, after the first while loop,
a function_init() is called (line 5), which can also be affected by the value of the register COUNTER.

In these 2 examples, unreachable paths will affect the verification. Traditionally, they can be identified after
writing, running and analyzing the code coverage of a set of test cases. To overcome this challenge, in this work,
we propose the code coverage in an initial phase using formal verification, for example, we can invoke function_test()
or function_enable() using a contract without constraints and run CBMC using a Python script, as shown in 1c). It
will return the code coverage. In case we detect unreachable paths due to sequences of events, we can add directives
with the syntax of CBMC such that we verify the HW registers for all the possible values, as shown in 1b).

B. Safety Properties

Informally, safety properties stipulate that “bad things” do not happen during program computations [19]. In this
work, we consider “bad things” the hazards due to a malfunctioning behavior of the firmware. ISO26262-1 defines a
hazard as a potential source of harm caused by the malfunctioning behavior of a system [8]. These safety properties
can be implemented as functions in the C code that monitor the sensors of the embedded system and prevent
harm. The functions related to safety-critical designs are susceptible to functional faults for example: operating
faults: omission or unnecessary operations; conditional faults: incorrect condition or limit values; behavioral faults:
incorrect behavior, not conforming to requirements [20]. The verification of these conditions using simulation
techniques becomes unfeasible when the number of registers implementing these functions or their bit length
increases, for example, consider a property for a sensor that contains two channels to measure voltages and the
requirements are:



• Preconditions: Voltage1: [0, 65535], Voltage2: [0, 65535], Configuration Parameter: [0,127].
• Postcondition: Set error bit if the temperature is above limit_1
The value of limit_1 is dynamic and depends on Voltage1, Voltage2 and the Configuration Parameter. To test

if the error is always set to 1, we have to consider all the combinations of these values, that is, 549 755 813
888 (65536*65536*128) tests. To overcome this challenge, we propose the use of formal verification, which has
been largely analyzed for high-level application code using formal methods and the previous studies show that the
runtime can be reduced to milliseconds.

C. Adoption of Formal Verification in the Industry

The use of formal tools in the industry has increased in the last years, especially for friendly hardware designs
such as interrupt controllers, bus protocol bridges, controllers and crossbars [21]. However, the formal verification
firmware is still not yet defined and requires not only some fundamental concepts about the field but also training
and expertise. To overcome this challenge, we propose an automated workflow.

IV. PROPOPOSED APPROACH

Fig. 2 shows the four steps considered in the methodology. All these steps are automated in this work and the
parameters for the verification can be accessed by the user using a Makefile.
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Fig. 2: Proposed Approach for Automating the Formal Verification of Firmware

A. Initial Setup

In the initial phase, the requirements of the safety properties must be linked into a metamodel which includes the
preconditions, postconditions, hardware values and the parameters for the verification such as bound and architecture.
In this methodology, the user must manually fill this initial information in our in-house verification specification
tool. The estimated effort for a user is 10 minutes by requirement. It is also necessary to have a link between the
source code and the requirements. Thus, each time the user adds a requirement an alphanumeric string called "tag"
is generated for our in-house verification specification tool. This tag is assigned to the body of the functions of
the C code as a comment, this tagging process can be done during the generation of the skeleton of the C code
or it can be added manually. Additionally, it is recommended the use of inline functions which access the special
function registers (SFRs) and contained bitfields. These functions can automatically be generated using metamodel
techniques and they help for the early start of firmware development and verification [15]. In case these SFRs are
not defined, the address and the values of the registers can be specified manually in the specification.

In this step, we need to add an additional file with the definition of the packed instructions of the compiler or
specific platform, for example, the instruction mul(a, b) can be defined as #define mul(a,b) a ∗ b.



Fig. 3: MoT Metamodel for FW verification (simplified)

B. Generation of Contracts and Scripts

The generation of these contracts and the scripts —to run CBMC for property verification, weaknesses detection
and code coverage —is based on intermediate models called MoT and MoP. This generation is based on three
Mako templates which define the syntax of the generated files [22]; and three plugins, which are written in Python
language, as shown in Fig. 2. A simplified version of the MoT is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a root node and
components to describe the preconditions, postconditions and HW values —such as boot mode or reset mode —of
each requirement. It also includes the option to run the tool such as the type of code coverage and the weaknesses
to detect.

In this work, the preconditions or postconditions are not written in the source code. This is because it can
introduce errors during the verification process. This work proposes the use of contracts, as shown in Fig. 4a).
They contain all the information such as initial values (lines 9 - 10), preconditions (line 13), FUV (Function Under
Verification) (line 15) and postconditions (line 17). It needs to include the C file which contains the FUV as shown
in line 3 to call the function and its elements. In order to avoid a situation in which the file is declared multiple
times for different requirements accessing the same C file and causing compilation errors, it was necessary the use
of directives as shown in line 1. The C file is added to the compiler only in the case that it was not added before.
It is useful in a situation where multiple contracts are called for verification, e.g., in the contract file of the main
code coverage.

In this example, the FUV is called with the constraints because CBMC will check if the bound is enough to
consider all the states, and calling the function without constraints will cause this check to fail —depending on
the design. This is because, BMC (Bounded Model Checking) is applied by CBMC, which can determine if the
bound k is enough to consider all the states of a C program or not. This bound can be specified in a Makefile
which contains the parameters to run the verification. In the case of firmware, the bound is well-known during the
design. This is because it has to request a task to the hardware and wait until it is completed. In order to prevent
a scenario where the system is stuck waiting for the hardware, it is necessary to add HW values (line 11). These
HW values are also part of the specification, for example, a boot mode or reset mode expected for a requirement.

The scripts to run the weaknesses consider all the in-built assertions of CBMC. They are specified in the Table I
and could be verified using one single script, as shown in 1c). However, it makes the debugging process very hard.
Additionally, the user can decide to only verify the code for certain weaknesses. For this reason, one script was
generated for each weakness depending on the parameters specified for the user in a Makefile. The nomenclature
for the Makefile is presented in Table I. It has to be done for each requirement in case the code size makes not
possible to verify all the code at once.

To get the main code coverage, a new contract file was generated. This file calls the functions under verification
of all the contracts as shown in Fig. 4b). The generated files shown in Fig. 2 are:

1) Contract file with constraints: It contains the FUV, the preconditions, the postconditions and initial values.
2) Script for property verification: It runs CBMC and includes the location of the C files, header files, name of

the function under verification, bound and options to generate an XML file with the results, as shown in 1c).



(1)#ifndef FILE_DECLARATION_REQ_1

(2)#define FILE_DECLARATION_REQ_1

(3)#include "file_req_1.c"

(4)#endif

(5)#include "formulas.h"

(6)void contract_requirement_1(){ 

(7)signed int nondet_int(); 

(8)      //Initial values for registers

(9)      REGISTER_1__WRITE(nondet_int); 

(10) REGISTER_2__WRITE(nondet_int); 

(11) HW_VALUE(adress,value); 

(12) // Preconditions

(13) if(REGISTER_1__READ() >= formula){ 

(14) // Function Under Verification

(15) function_requirement_1(); 

(16) // Postconditions

(17) assert(REGISTER_2__READ() == 1); 

(18) } 

(19) } 

(1)#include "file_contract_1.c"

(2)#include "file_contract_2.c"

(3)//...

(4)#include "file_contract_n.c"

(5)int main(){ 

(6)contract_requirement_1(); 

(7)contract_requirement_2(); 

(8)//...

(9)contract_requirement_n(); 

(10) } 

Fig. 4: a) Proposed contract for FW Verification b) Proposed contract for code coverage with n requirements

TABLE I: CWEs detected by CBMC

Weakness CBMC command Makefile Example of assertionsa

Buffer Overflow –bounds-check b while(i<size){i++; assert(i < size);}
Pointer Check –pointer-check p ptr = &val; assert(ptr != NULL);
Pointer Overflow –pointer-overflow-check o int arr[SIZE]; int* ptr = &arr[0]; ptr += SIZE;

assert(ptr >= &arr[0] && ptr < &arr[SIZE]);
Memory Leaks –memory-leak-check m int *p = malloc(sizeof(int)); assert(p != NULL);
Division By Zero –div-by-zero-check d c=a/b;assert(b != 0);
Arithmetic Overflow –signed-overflow-check s uint16_t a,b,c; c= a+b; assert(!(a+b >= 32768));
Floating Overflow –float-overflow-check f float a,b,c; c = a + b; assert(!isinf(c));
Conversion Error –conversion-check c (uint16_t)(a+b);assert(!(a+b >= 32768));
Undefined shifts –undefined-shift-check t uint32_t x, y, n; x = y << n; assert(n <= 31);
Not a number –nan-check n double x = sqrt(-1);assert(is_nan(x));

Code Coverage CBMC command Makefile Description
MC/DC Coverage –cover mcdc m It states that each branch direction must be traversed at least once
Branch Coverage –cover branch b Each basic condition in a decision must affect the outcome of the decision

a These examples illustrate the usage of assertions to detect weaknesses, but CBMC has its own set of functions as detailed in [23]

3) Scripts for weaknesses detection: Python scripts to run CBMC and detect the software weaknesses specified
in the Makefile. The options are specified in Table I

4) Scripts for code coverage: Python scripts to run CBMC and return the results of the code coverage for each
function under verification in an XML file.

5) Scripts to get the main results of the property verification.
6) Scripts to get the main results of the weaknesses detection.
7) Scripts to get the main results of the code coverage.
8) Contract file without constraints.
9) Script to run the contract files without constraints.

10) Scripts to get the main results of the weaknesses detection without constraints.
11) Contract file for code coverage: It calls all the contracts for function verification as shown in Fig. 4a).
12) Script to run CBMC and return the overall result for code coverage in an XML file.
13) Main script to execute all the scripts and summarizes the results for each requirement.

The user must add the input parameters for weaknesses detection and code coverage into a Makefile using, for
example, the format weaknesses= "d" (division by zero and pointer check) and coverage = "m" (MC/DC coverage).
The number of generated files N can be calculated as N = 4 + n× (5 + 6× w + 3× c) + 3× c, where n is the
number of requirements, w is the number of weaknesses under verification and c is the code coverage parameters
selected by the users.



C. Verification Process

Fig. 2 shows the verification workflow considered for the implementation. After the analysis of unreachable
paths, CBMC checks that the code meets the requirements with the specified bound; second, CBMC checks the
weaknesses taking into account the range values of the requirements; third; it verifies the code to check all the
possible weaknesses without consider the range of values —in this step is also verified if the bound is enough for
all the possible values; finally, the code coverage is computed.

D. Extract Results

The results of CBMC were filtered in order to obtain the unit coverage, file coverage and code coverage using
the MC/DC and branch coverage criteria. It was necessary to filter the results because depending on the sizes of
the code, the XML files can contain easily hundreds of thousands of lines, for example, the XML file with the
results for code coverage of the firmware 1 has 900k lines (80MB).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The methodology was applied to firmware designs of 16 and 32 bits. As shown in Table II, the contracts and
scripts were generated in a few seconds for all the designs. The analysis considers the effective LoC (Lines of Code).
The runtime of the properties depends on the size and complexity of the design —similar to a formal verification
of hardware. One bug was detected during the pre-development phase of the FW2. It was due to a miss bound
considered during the design phase. It was not detected running regression simulations during 24 hours and the
results show that it was a corner case that will give a successful result in 99.99739% of the tests. CBMC was able
to generate 17675 assertions for the FW2 and it can detect 245 potential weaknesses and identify 21 false positives.
In this case, more weaknesses were detected in the FW1 with fewer lines of code than FW2, FW3 and FW4. This
is because, it implements arithmetic operations that are sensitive to overflow and conversion error issues.

TABLE II: Main Results for Industrial FW Designs

Design Property Verification Weaknesses Verification Code Coverage

Name LoC Safety
Properties

Avg.
Runtime

Generated
assertions

With
constraints

Without
constraints Branch MC/DC Total

Runtime
FW1 120k 6 49 s 9119 14 2 1.5% 3min 3,90% 3min 2h
FW2 9k 10 0,48 s 17675 245 21 40,60% 4s 52,20% 6s 4min
FW3 15k 8 0.675 s 34306 174 0 10,10% 3s 16,30% 4s 6min
FW4 12k 10 1.029 s 6395 0 0 11,6% 3s 13,8% 3s 4min

As shown in the Fig. 5, the runtime of the code coverage increases linearly with the number of added requirements.
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VI. DISCUSSION

The runtime of the code coverage depends on the size of the code and the number of properties. Not all the code
was verified for the automation because this work was focused on the safety properties of the design. However, it
was possible to determine the branch and MC/DC coverage as was proposed in the introduction. The properties



of the FW1 were verified using contracts with an average runtime of 49s, the same verification was not feasible
using annotations directly in the code due to its extension. This shows the adaptability of the proposed approach.
The verification setup was generated quickly for all the designs using the proposed approach. Consequently, the
generated contracts can be reused by other Model Checkers, and the scripts can be adapted with the modification
of the Mako templates.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a framework that automatically generates the setup for the formal verification
of firmware designs based on C code. During the experiments we detected bugs and weaknesses that were not
found using simulation and emulation. We can conclude that the reliability of firmware designs can be increased
with the use of formal methods and that the process can be automated in an industrial environment using the
Model Driven Architecture. Additionally, we show how the code coverage can be used in an initial phase to avoid
unreachable paths. As the next step, we plan to extend the methodology for other model checkers in order to
automate the formal verification of concurrent designs and programs in embedded systems that are based on the
Rust programming language [24].
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